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In this way, the eldest prince, Yin Xiaoan, and Ding Liangzhu's forces formed 
a temporary alliance to cover the eyes of the capital together. 
 
Delay as much time as possible for Zatwan Flow's actions 
 
After Wen Qiang returned to the room, Dong Ju, who was in charge of 
intelligence, brought a new message. 
 
"My lord, Jia Yuan I has recently started to be in close contact with the Maple 
Leaf Country." 
 
"Combining with Yin Xiaoan's intelligence, this Jiayuan I may have a new 
round of big moves recently." 
 
After Wen Qiang listened to the information, he wearily closed his eyes, 
rubbed his eyebrows, and slowly fell into deep thought. 

 
 
Maple Leaf Country, that is a powerful backing ally of Vientiane Country. 

 
 
Of course, it is more accurate to say that it is the country. 

 
 
After all, the country of Vientiane has to pay homage to a huge amount of 
wealth every year, in exchange for only some backward and outdated guns 
and ammunition. 

 
 
It is more appropriate to say that it is a courtesy exchange between cute 
allies, but it is more appropriate to say that the Vientiane Kingdom pays 
tribute. 



 
 
Weak countries have no diplomacy, this is the eternal truth. 

If you don't pay sky-high protection fees, why do people help you? 
 
"Contact Yin Xiaoan and let him pay more attention to the connection between 
Maple Leaf Kingdom and Jiayuan I. 
 
Better to get their trade intelligence out. " 
 
"My subordinate understands!" 
 
The words are divided into two parts. 
 
After Lin Mo received the arms and equipment sent by Wu Daoyi, he 
immediately arranged it. 
 
Although it cost tens of billions, the effect is obvious. 

 
 
Today, all the combat units of the Armed Forces in Hanoi Province are fully 
equipped. 
 
Coupled with their own rich combat experience and extraordinary skills, this 
group of people does not say that they are one to ten, but there should be no 
problem with one person over five people. 

 
 
So far, Hanoi Province has been completely reorganized, and the armed 
defense work has also been fully implemented. 
 
In this way, a big stone in Lin Mo's heart finally fell. 

In this way, he completed the task of rectifying the two provinces of Hanoi and 
South Vietnam. 
 
Although Nanyue Province has the intention of making a fortune, after all, Mr. 
Zhao is also the deputy leader of the Daqu Wumeng branch, and he is also a 
member of Lin Mo's banner. 



 
 
Although the two places are not big, the comprehensive strength is much 
different from that of the Six Kings and the Ten Great Families. 
 
But unlike the head of the Huaguoguang Province branch, this was Lin Mo's 
real estate. 
 
It's just that he didn't open his mind for a few seconds, and the prince 
hurriedly brought a bad news. 
 
"Brother, the situation is not good." 
 
"That old ghost of Zatwanliu brought most of his 60,000 troops to the border of 
Mount Basha, I'm afraid the people who come here are not good!" 
 
Hearing this message, Lin Mo's face sank instantly. 
 
Is this Zatwan flow crazy? 
 
Although he has strong vitality to support him, there are many masters of 
Basha Shenshan. Once the two sides start to fight, there is only a lose-lose 
situation. 
 
"Come on, let's go back and have a look! 

Let A Fei and Tong Xiaohe take care of things here first! " 
 
Without saying a word, Lin Mo took the prince and rushed to the Basha 
Sacred Mountain. 
 
...... 
 
At this time, about 20 kilometers west of Shenshan, the combat troops of 
Wuyang Wuyang have already set up camp. 
 
From a distance, Fangzheng, built of 60,000 people, looks like a crouching 
dragon on the ground. 
 
Zatwanliu may talk about the difference between tactics and something, but 
you must know that he has climbed all the way from the battlefield. 



 
He has participated in more than 100 wars, large and small. Whether it is 
arranging troops or fighting between two armies, he has extremely rich 
combat experience. 
 
"Report, sir, the outpost has been stationed." 
 
"Report, sir, the patrol unit is ready." 
 
"Report, sir, the rocket vehicle has reached the location and is in the launch 
state at any time." 
 
...... 
 
After the reports of a dozen deputies were over, Zatwanliu nodded in 
satisfaction. 
 
Although he has not been a leader for many years, fortunately his experience 
is still there.  
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The 60,000-strong combat unit was divided into twelve separate units by him. 
 
Forming horns, while defending each other, it can also minimize the risk of 
sneak attacks by enemy masters. 
 
Each camp is equipped with an equal number of rocket vehicles and armored 
vehicles. As long as one of the twelve camps is attacked, all the shells will be 
fired towards the Mount Basha. 
 
At that time, even if they can't kill them, they will be able to completely wipe 
out all the tops of Basha Sacred Mountain. 
 
"Take a day off today, and act as planned tomorrow morning!" 
 
"Yes!" 
 
The deputy who belonged to him stopped in an instant, and saluted Zatwanliu 
in a uniform manner. 
 



On the other side, when Lin Mo arrived at the sacred mountain, he looked at 
the densely packed troops in the distance, and his brows were tightly knit 
together. 
 
From childhood to adulthood, he also faced this kind of modern operation in 
units of 10,000. 
 
And although he doesn't understand this kind of large-scale battle, he can also 
see the horror of this Founder. 
 
Unless it can be decapitated in one blow. 
 
Otherwise, even if the opponent is solved, thousands of cannonballs fall on 
the mountain, and all the peaks can be evaporated in an instant. 
 
"Prince, have you made contact with the fleet?" 

After the prince put down the high-powered telescope, he was also worried. 
 
It was the first time he felt powerless in his heart after coming to Da Qu for 
such a long time. 
 
"Brother, I have sent them the precise bombing position over the fleet. 
 
But the other party is full of anti-missile systems inside, outside and outside. " 
 
"It is very difficult to eliminate them all by long-range bombing of the fleet." 
 
And if the first round of attacks can't completely wipe out the enemy, the one 
who suffers is the mountain. 
 
Twenty kilometers sounds very far, but in front of the rocket, it is completely 
close to the face. 
 
At this time, Prince Aoru had to formulate the ability of Zatwanliu to form an 
army. 
 
Circle after circle of peripheral defense, like a tortoise shell, the inner square 
is protected tightly. 
 
"Forget it, let's meet You Li first!" 



 
The two went to Youli, and all the big bosses of the mountain on his side have 
gathered here. 
 
Under the depressing atmosphere, everyone's face was full of dissatisfaction. 

The mountain has never participated in secular disputes, and has always 
maintained a detached status. 
 
Even if you don't want to move, there are people who dare to provoke. 
 
"Lin Mo, you came just in time!" 
 
As soon as I met you, I immediately greeted you. 
 
"Now that everyone has arrived, we can start." 
 
"Although I don't know the other party's purpose, this Zatwanliu is obviously a 
bad person!" 
 
"To prevent accidents, we need to move the elderly and children on the 
mountain to a safe area first." 
 
Naturally, no one objected to this. 
 
"Yu, arrange all the combat personnel, monitor each other at all times, and 
report to me immediately if there is an abnormality!" 
 
..... 
 
With the intensive arrangement of Youli, after receiving their respective 
characters, everyone in the audience left here one by one. 
 
After Lin Mo and the prince were left with only the scene left, You Li's eyes 
also came over. 
 
"Lin Mo, you only know why the other party came here!" 

You Li really can't figure out what the other party is crazy about. 
 
Lin Mo smiled wryly and expressed his guess. 



 
"If I'm not mistaken, this Zatwan flow should be for me." 
 
"So I came this time to take my wife and others away." 
 
"As long as we leave the mountain, after they lose their goal, they naturally 
dare not ask for trouble in the mountain." 
 
His plan is simple! 
 
After taking away his own people, the ghosts huddled in Hanoi Province. 
 
Unless this Zatwanliu wanted to cause the two countries to go to war, he 
would never dare to press his troops into the Daqu situation. 
 
It's just a bad way to go... 
 
When You Li heard Lin Mo's plan, his face suddenly became angry. 
 
"You look down on our sacred mountain?" 
 
"My son-in-law, we are a family, your business is mine!" 
 
You Li is domineering at this time!  
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You Li saw that Lin Mo was unmoved and continued to persuade. 
 
"Furthermore, after you walk out of the mountain, the other party will definitely 
block you wildly. 
 
You might be able to get back to Hanoi unharmed with your skills, but what 
about them? " 
 
This point finally hit Lin Mo's soft underbelly. 
 
He himself has no confidence in guaranteeing that everyone will be brought 
back safe and sound. 
 
But he also didn't want to talk about misfortune to guide Shenshan's body. 



 
You Li saw through Lin Mo's mind at a glance. 
 
"You can stay on the mountain with peace of mind. Rest assured that we have 
been standing on the mountain for hundreds of years. Naturally, we have our 
own trump card." 
 
"And you think that if I let you go back, my precious daughter will also be 
protected together." 
 
"Even if I don't think about you, I still think about my daughter!" 
 
Lin Mo knew that the other party said that his green shadow was just an 
excuse, and it was easy for them to stop the green shadow. 
 
He turned his head and glanced at the prince, who pursed his mouth and 
shrugged his shoulders. 
 
The meaning is obvious, you make a decision. 
 
Lin Mo thought and hesitated for a few seconds, and finally nodded. 

"Drag your sacred mountain in, the younger generation is ashamed." 
 
This was originally a word of gratitude, and the atmosphere was also set off. 
 
But You Li didn't care about this. He raised his hand and landed heavily on Lin 
Mo's shoulder. Lin Mo grinned in pain. 
 
This move is somewhat personal. 
 
"Stop doing this! 
 
Anyway, the entire mountain will be yours and Lu Ying's from now on. " 
 
"You can rest assured that a good son-in-law dares to provoke our sacred 
mountain, and we will make him pay the price." 
 
After he finished speaking, his smiling face became cold. 
 
outside the mountains. 



 
Seeing that Fangzheng was ready, Zatwanliu immediately made a plan for the 
next step. 
 
Now that the time is urgent, he must put pressure on the mountain as soon as 
possible. 
 
With such a large-scale military operation, the Royal Capital must have 
received the message. 
 
Although Wen Qiang has verbally promised to help him buy time, he is not 
afraid of ten thousand just in case. 
 
"Come on!" 

After the adjutant walked into her camp, Zatwanliu whispered a few words in 
his ear. 
 
"You're like this... and then like this..." 
 
noon. 
 
You Li received an explanatory letter, and when he saw the content on it, his 
face sank first, and then he laughed again. 
 
"I didn't expect that I would be oppressed one day in the Basha Sacred 
Mountain." 
 
"If people are lost, they have to enter my sacred mountain to search. 
 
When I am Basha Sacred Mountain no one cares! " 
 
"The master Nazat has the ability to step into my sacred mountain, and it will 
be over if I can't get him." 
 
After Zatwanliu received such a reply, he did not feel any surprise. 
 
But it's just a test. 
 
Seeing that Shenshan's attitude was firm, he no longer hesitated, and directly 
began to put pressure on him. 



 
"Tell them, either hand over Lin Mo's wife, or they will directly level the 
mountain!" 
 
For a time, everyone on the mountain was filled with righteous indignation, 
and they all came to Youli. 
 
I want to get out of the mountain and unscrew Zatwanliu's head! 

But all of them were stopped by You Li. 
 
Even he didn't know where the cunning Zatwan Liu was hiding in the phalanx. 
 
And the shot is only one chance. 
 
the other side. 
 
The news of Zatwan's outflow of troops soon reached the capital. 
 
When Jia Yuan I heard this news, he was a little confused for a while. 
 
Is this planning to use up all of his net worth to pave the way for his fourth 
son? 
 
"Your Majesty, the eldest prince asks to see you!" 
 
Jia Yuan I frowned slightly: "Let him come in!" 
 
If this kid doesn't summon himself, it's no good and never come to the palace 
on his own initiative. 
 
"My son-in-law pays homage to his father!" 
 
"Well, flatten!" 
 
Jia Yuan I's tone was very flat, without any mood swings. 
 
"Tell me, why do you want to come to the door so proactively?" 
 
Jia Wen was stunned for a while, and then he bowed down: "I just want to 
come and see how my father is doing."  
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Jia Yuan I naturally didn't believe his eldest son's bullshit. 
 
"I can't die, I can last a few years, I'm disappointed!" 
 
"Read it now, and you can go back when you're done." 
 
Jia Yuan I waved his hand impatiently, closed his eyes and supported his 
temple with one hand, looking at his posture, he wanted to rest. 
 
The eldest prince on the opposite side is used to his father's lack of waiting 
now, and after a flicker of hostility in his eyes, he instantly regained his 
indifferent expression. 
 
"Father, I have something else to say, about the Minister of Border Affairs!" 
 
He wanted to test his father's attitude towards this matter. 
 
Jia Yuan I opened his eyes lazily after hearing this. 
 
Regarding this matter, Jia Yuan I originally wanted to recall Zat Wanliu 
directly, took all his rights, and took him into custody for trial. 
 
But when he thought of Shenshan's arrogant style, and many times he didn't 
even give the face of the master of his own country, he hesitated. 
 
Although it is said that the experts of the mountain are like clouds, the 
firepower of Zatwanliu's troops is also extremely powerful. 
 
It's really hard to say who is stronger or weaker. 

The most important point is that if Zat Wanliu succeeds, he will be named 
Yang for the Vientiane Kingdom, and his authority as a king will also be 
greatly strengthened. 
 
Even if he failed, he made Zatwanliu a scapegoat, but it wasn't his own order 
anyway. 
 
"Didn't you send people out, what did you tell me?" 
 



It sounded like he didn't care about this at all. 
 
"Father, you misunderstood, the minister of this side acts completely on his 
own initiative. 
 
The son-in-law had never given any orders, so he came to ask his father. " 
 
Jia Yuan I looked at his eldest son with a serious face, it didn't seem like he 
was lying. 
 
Thinking of this, the king's face suddenly became complicated. 
 
This old man really dares to fight, in order to pave the way for his four sons, 
you are gambling your life. 
 
"If that's the case, you don't have to worry about it!" 
 
The eldest prince wanted to say something else, but he waved his hand 
impatiently before he opened Jiayuan I. 
 
"The widow is exhausted!" 

"My son retire!" 
 
The eldest prince gritted his teeth, and finally reluctantly chose to withdraw. 
 
When he walked out of the palace, Wen Qiang had been waiting for a long 
time. 
 
"Your Highness!" 
 
The eldest prince glanced at Wen Qiang: "Father does not mean to take care 
of it!" 
 
"Did you hide something from me?" 
 
There are exceptions here and there. 
 
Although Yin Xiaoana brought the secret of the king's injury and the 
information that the sacred mountain might contain sacred objects, everyone 
did have a different mind about the sacred mountain at that time. 



 
But that's not all! 
 
Now Zatwanliu is hiding from himself and suddenly takes action on 
Kamiyama. 
 
There must be something hidden in it that he didn't know. 
 
So when he finished asking this question, his eyes became fierce, staring at 
Wen Qiang, as if he wanted to see some clues from Wen Qiang's expression. 

But his plan was ultimately in vain. 
 
Wen Qiang just shook his head calmly: "Your Highness, I don't know about 
this." 
 
"I just asked Lord Zate about what happened in the palace that day." 
 
"Who would have thought that as soon as I left the front foot, this Lord Zate 
will use the army on the mountain on the back foot. 
 
Otherwise, I won't let you, Your Highness, go to His Majesty the Kingdom to 
make clichÃ©s! " 
 
When the eldest prince heard this, he also felt that it made some sense. 
 
Moreover, along the way, Wen Qiang has given him too much help, otherwise 
his power would not have developed so rapidly. 
 
"You really don't know?" 
 
With doubts, he couldn't help confirming it! 
 
But Wen Qiang was still unmoved, his eyes were extremely calm, and he 
couldn't find a trace at all. 
 
That's really what I thought about it! 
 
The eldest prince shook his head, raised his feet and left the place. 
 
"Hurry up and contact Zatwanliu and ask him what the hell is going on!"  
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After the eldest prince asked, Wen Qiang obeyed immediately. 
 
Just looking at the back of the eldest prince leaving, a disdainful smile 
suddenly appeared on his face. 
 
Among the princes, although the eldest prince is the most powerful, he is also 
the one with the most temper and arrogance. 
 
However, this is indeed the easiest to play with between the palms. 
 
Compared to the third and sixth princes, the eldest prince is obviously the 
most suitable puppet. 
 
Of course, there is also the fourth prince who has been hiding. 
 
That one may not even be as good as the eldest prince. 
 
Wen Qiang followed in the footsteps of the eldest prince while thinking, and in 
the process, he quietly sent a message. 
 
Two hours later, Zatwanliu contacted the eldest prince. 
 
As soon as the phone was connected, Zatwanliu started an invincible 
flickering mode. 
 
Whatever you do, is for the big prince. 

In order to capture Lin Mo's wife and send him to the eldest prince as a 
hostage, he was willing to go through fire and water. 
 
The purpose of shocking the mountain is also to add euphemism to the eldest 
prince! 
 
Just because the incident happened suddenly, there was no time to report it. 
 
After chatting for about half an hour, plus Wen Qiang fanning the flames, the 
eldest prince was fooled and crippled in an instant. 
 
When the eldest prince thought of Lin Mo's future lying in front of him in the 



future, he couldn't help laughing. 
 
Even with a wave of his hand, he sent several truckloads of ammunition to 
Zatwanliu. 
 
It is euphemistically called helping the Minister of Border Affairs. 
 
Wen Qiang, who saw everything in his eyes, could only shake his head 
speechlessly. 
 
He was worried that if Zate Baiha ascended the throne in the future, the prince 
would be pissed off by his own stupidity! 
 
After dealing with the eldest prince, Wen Qiang asked Qiuzhu to organize a 
copy of all the documents during the period and send it to the third prince, 
Gabriel. 

Of course, Wen Qiang did not mention the identity of Zat Baiha. 
 
It's just that Zatwanliu has been instigated by him! 
 
On the other side, after the second prince learned that Lin Mo was besieged, 
he immediately called Tiger. 
 
"Lin Mo's current situation is very bad, hurry up and mobilize a 20,000-strong 
combat force to go around the harbor to support Lin Mo." 
 
Tiger asked worriedly: "His Royal Highness, are we going to confront the 
eldest prince now?" 
 
"We still need time to develop!" 
 
Jia Delie was anxious in his heart, and his voice could not help but be a little 
louder. 
 
"Lin Mo is now my most important ally, one is prosperous and one is lost. 
 
If he has an accident, what capital do I have to compete with my eldest 
brother and third brother. " 
 
"And my eldest brother has already secretly attacked me." 



 
He had personally witnessed the revitalizing effect of the medicinal pill sent by 
Lin Mo. 

But in just a few days, the efficacy of the king's medicine suddenly fell off a 
cliff. 
 
If it is said that all this is not a ghost of the eldest prince, he will not believe it if 
he is killed. 
 
"Hurry up and remember to ensure Lin Mo's personal safety. 
 
As long as he is there, I will have a chance to ascend to the throne in the 
future, do you understand? " 
 
Jia Delie's face has begun to slowly turn hideous. 
 
Seeing his anxious expression, Tiger didn't ask any more questions, and 
immediately began to execute Cattle's orders. 
 
Tiger also knew the importance of Lin Mo. 
 
It was from this moment that the man appeared in the field of vision that the 
Sixth Prince changed his previous style, took off his disguise, and began to 
fight for the king. 
 
However, when Tiger had gathered his troops, the fleet had just left the port, 
and the dense fleet stopped him directly. 
 
"The commander of the navy has an order. Now that Vientiane is in trouble, 
no vessel is allowed to leave the waters of Vientiane without authorization!" 
 
Tiger Li looked gloomy when he looked at the flags of the opposing fleet. 
 
It was the exclusive flag of the grandfather of the eldest prince, Admiral 
Moduo.  
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"Hahaha!" 
 
The eldest prince held the wine glass in one hand with a smug smile on his 



face. 
 
"This king really wants to see the shriveled expression of my sixth brother!" 
 
In order to ensure that Zatwanliu's actions were foolproof, the eldest prince 
directly used his grandfather's sea power to seal all the sixth prince's fleet in 
the harbor. 
 
"Your Highness doesn't know why you are so happy!" 
 
"Mr. Wen, you came just in time." 
 
The eldest prince stepped forward and put his arms around Wen Qiang's 
shoulder: "Mr. Wen is as you said, my sixth brother has already assembled his 
troops and plans to take a detour from the high sea to Basha Shenshan to 
support Lin Mo." 
 
Wen Qiang was not surprised by this. 
 
Based on the relationship between the sixth prince and Lin Mo, as long as 
anyone can guess, the sixth prince will definitely send troops to support him. 
 
As long as this idiot is complacent. 
 
Of course, although Wen Qiang was contemptuous in his heart, he still put on 
a curious expression. 

"Did His Highness successfully intercept them?" 
 
The eldest prince straightened his waist proudly, and his chin was even 
higher. 
 
"That's natural. As soon as I told my grandfather about it, he immediately 
agreed to me." 
 
"Now my sixth brother's reinforcements are better than blowing the sea 
breeze at the port." 
 
At this point, the eldest prince couldn't help laughing again. 
 
Wen Qiang, who was watching, was also speechless for a while. 



 
But he also had to admit that this idiot was really good fortune! 
 
At birth, he held the golden key of the eldest son of the royal family, and his 
grandfather was the naval commander of the Vientiane Kingdom. 
 
Before he had grown up, countless ministers, Jufu, had come to seek refuge. 
 
Maybe God thinks it's too much for him! 

So put his mind back. 
 
If these conditions were placed on any one of the sixth and third princes, the 
Vientiane Kingdom would have had a new king long ago. 
 
After staying for a while, the sky at Wen Qiang's house had already darkened, 
so he declined the invitation of the eldest prince for dinner and left here. 
 
And after he returned to his room, he immediately put on his night clothes, put 
on a mask, and sneaked quietly to the second princess' palace in the dark of 
night. 
 
Just as soon as he approached, a clear shout came from within the palace. 
 
Hearing Wen Qiang stumble, he almost fell from the roof. 
 
After a long time, with a loud shout, everything finally calmed down. 
 
In the splendid and splendid bedroom, Aivis was lying naked on the big bed 
studded with gems. 
 
Sweat and other unknown liquids soaked the entire sheet. 
 
She was flushed all over her face and dressed in rough clothes in a hurry, and 
she seemed to be very satisfied with the male pet's kung fu. 
 
It's just that when the male pet wanted to lean forward and kiss her lips, he 
was kicked to the ground. 

"get out!" 
 



real! Wearing pants does not recognize people series! 
 
Seeing that the second princess was angry, the male pet immediately fled 
from here, without noticing that there was one more person on the sofa in the 
room. 
 
Elvis snorted coldly, got up and put on translucent pajamas, and went directly 
to the sofa to sit slowly. 
 
"Your Excellency is very happy, does this princess look good?" 
 
In the face of this mysterious person who came suddenly, the second princess 
did not have the slightest fear. 
 
The charming voice was full of temptation, and Aivis even deliberately 
changed his sitting position to make his figure more attractive. 
 
Although she had just experienced the first battle, when she saw this stranger 
in a mask and night clothes, she felt an inexplicable sense of excitement. 
 
The evil fire in her body kept reminding her, she thought again! 
 
This blatant question almost made Wen Qiang choked to death! 
 
Originally, he was already invulnerable to his own face, but he was obviously 
a step behind these two princesses.  
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"Cough cough!" 
 
Wen Qiang coughed twice before smoothing out his breath, and then he 
controlled his voice and said. 
 
"The reputation of Her Royal Highness is really not a rumor!" 
 
Although there was a bit of sarcasm in the words, Elvis didn't have any 
reaction. 
 
On the contrary, her eyes never left Wen Qiang's crotch. 
 



Based on his many years of hunting experience, the man wearing a mask in 
front of him, although his voice is vicissitudes, must have an extraordinary 
appearance, and his strength is also extremely powerful. 
 
Of course, the strength here refers to the bed! 
 
Elvis licked his tongue and couldn't help but want to eat this person. 
 
Here, silence is better than sound, although she didn't say anything. 
 
But his fiery gaze said it all. 
 
And Wen Qiang has been in the arena for many years, and it is the first time 
that he has been stared at and covered with hair. 
 
At this moment, the scheming and anger were thrown behind his head. At this 
time, he just wanted to deal with it as soon as possible, and then get away. 
 
These girls are so scary! 

"His Royal Highness, I have an important matter here, and I want to tell Her 
Royal Highness!" 
 
"Your Highness, it is impossible!" 
 
Wen Qiang didn't finish his words, the second princess was already kneeling 
in front of him, and at the same time, her fingers probed his lifeblood. 
 
Fortunately, Wen Qiang's strength, bah, he was very skilled, and immediately 
flashed aside. 
 
Aivis failed to hit, so he wanted to continue to attack! 
 
Those aggressive eyes looked like they were about to eat people! 
 
"What's more important than love between men and women! 
 
You want you to satisfy me! " 
 
"This princess promises you everything!" 
 



As he spoke, he twisted his graceful figure and stood up slowly. The only 
button on his chest was also undone by him at this time. 
 
The snow-white soft skin was completely exposed in sight. 
 
Seeing that the other party was unmoved, the excitement on her face was 
even stronger. 

The more serious the other party, the more aroused her desire to conquer. 
 
"Why, don't you still look down on this princess?" 
 
At this time, Wen Qiang was already full of cold on his forehead. It is no 
exaggeration to say that he has completely broken his defense at this 
moment. 
 
This second princess, who plays cards completely out of the way, is 
completely impossible for him to fix. 
 
Seeing the other party approaching him step by step, Wen Qiang hurriedly 
stopped him. 
 
"Your Highness, don't worry!" 
 
"This matter is really very important. It's about the princess, whether she can 
become a queen in the future!" 
 
If possible, Wen Qiang would have to choose to run away. 
 
Seeing that the form was completely derailed, he simply sent the ultimate 
move directly. 
 
Sure enough, as soon as these words came out, Elvis' crazy expression 
slowly calmed down. 
 
She tilted her head to look at Wen Qiang, raised her hand and bit her fingers, 
with a look of resolution on her face. 
 
"This princess, I hate others to deceive me the most!" 
 
"If you don't give me a satisfactory answer, you will die today!" 



"Of course, before I die, I will let you experience true happiness!" 
 
Although her words were fierce, coupled with her irritating posture, she had no 
deterrent effect at all. 
 
Wen Qiang breathed a sigh of relief when he heard this, and then quickly 
wiped the cold sweat from his forehead! 
 
"His Royal Highness, I hope you keep this information well and don't let 
outsiders know about it. 
 
It is an important basis for your future success! " 
 
Before coming here, Wen Qiang was still thinking about trying to induce the 
second princess while explaining. 
 
But in this situation, he just wanted to get out after explaining the matter. 
 
Avis read the note without knowing all the results, and when he saw the 
information on it, his pupils instantly enlarged tenfold. 
 
"He turned out to be the fourth prince?" 
 
"How is this possible?" 
 
A look of disbelief was written all over Elvis' face. 
 
"This is a blood relationship test report!" 
 
"If your Highness doesn't believe it, you can personally extract the genetic 
samples of the two of them and send them for testing!" 
 
After Wen Qiang finished speaking, Elvis had already believed it eight points.  
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This kind of thing can be verified as long as you find a king's hair! 
 
There is no need for the other party to lie to himself. 
 
"This kind of thing...this kind of thing..." 



 
Avis looked at the inspection report in his hand and stood there in a daze. 
 
Wen Qiang only thought that the impact on the second princess was too 
great, so he comforted him. 
 
"Not many people know about this matter. After the fourth prince ascends the 
throne in the future, the world will only praise the king, the princess, and the 
talented woman." 
 
"so......" 
 
However, he didn't say anything, and Aivis' eyes suddenly lit up. 
 
"This kind of thing is too exciting." 
 
"This princess can't help but want to eat Zate Baiha now!" 
 
Saying that, she swallowed subconsciously, and Wen Qiang hurriedly fled 
from the place because of her unbearable hunger and thirst. 
 
And his information has been sent, this bitch knows how to do the follow-up! 
 
Even if he didn't know, he didn't bother to care. 

After killing him, he will not be in private contact with the second princess. 
 
These pussies are horrible! 
 
The next morning, Wen Qiang pretended that nothing happened, and went to 
the palace of the eldest prince as usual to start a new round of planning. 
 
Since Zatwanliu wanted to force Shenshan to hand over Li Lin Mo's wife, in 
order to prevent accidents, it was necessary to increase firepower and send 
additional personnel to reinforce him. 
 
If you beat a snake, you will suffer instead! 
 
Now that I have made up my mind, and the king has acquiesced to this 
matter, it is natural to hammer the mountain into the ground completely. 
 



When Wen Qiang arrived, there was an old man in a navy uniform. 
 
Although half gray, wrinkles are deep. 
 
But his resolute face exuded this thick murderous aura. 
 
The sharp eyes pierce the heart like a sharp sword, as if it can see through 
everything. 
 
"Mr. Laiwen, you came just in time! 
 
Grandpa, let me introduce to you, this is the Mr. Wen I have been telling you! " 
 
"Mr. Wen takes most of the credit for my current achievements." 

"Wen Qiang, this is my grandfather's naval commander Tama Oo!" 
 
Although the eldest prince has an enthusiastic attitude, there is always a 
sense of tension between his gestures. 
 
Obviously, this mighty prince is also very afraid of his grandfather. 
 
Wen Qiang has been in Daqu Lian Province for such a long time. Although he 
has heard about Tamaxiong, it is the first time he has seen it. 
 
"Junior Wen Qiang, I have seen the commander!" 
 
His attitude was extremely low and his attitude was very humble. 
 
In front of this legendary figure, he did not dare to be arrogant, even Jia Yuan 
I had to give three points in front of him. 
 
Such a status is not only because of his status as a national leader, but mainly 
because of the strong maritime power of his men. 
 
The reason why the Maple Leaf Country did not annex Vientiane, but as an 
ally of the Shang Kingdom. 
 
This inevitably has a lot to do with the commander Tama Xiong. 
 
For a time, Wen Qiang couldn't help feeling a little cramped. 



 
In front of such a character, his every move was much more cautious, lest he 
reveal his identity. 
 
Tama Xiong glanced at Wen Qiang and then withdrew his gaze. 

"Assist the eldest prince well, I won't be able to treat you badly in the future!" 
 
"If you have two hearts, even if you escape to the ends of the earth, you will 
be crushed to ashes." 
 
"Remember?" 
 
Wen Qiang quickly bent down. 
 
"The younger generation should keep it in mind and assist the eldest prince 
wholeheartedly!" 
 
"Um!" 
 
After Tama Yu responded coldly, he stood up directly. 
 
"Xiaowen, I'm going to see your mother, if you have anything, feel free to 
contact me!" 
 
"Thank you grandpa, grandpa, I will send you!" 
 
After the eldest prince left with the naval commander, Wen Qiang secretly 
breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
At the same time his back is soaked! 
 
What a terrible man! 
 
Wen Qiang almost couldn't support it just by beating him a few words. 
 
"It seems that you have to be more cautious in the future!" 
 
Although the eldest prince is a waste, he can't stand someone behind him!  
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The eldest prince bid farewell to his grandfather and returned to the palace 
again. At this time, Wen Qiang also readjusted his state and returned to his 
appearance. 
 
"Don't worry about Mr. Wen. My grandfather is such a person. Once you get in 
touch, you will find that the others are cold-hearted and warm-hearted." 
 
Wen Qiang repeatedly said yes, but in his heart he was extremely 
contemptuous. 
 
Bah, you are scared to death yourself, and you have the face to fool me! 
 
The eldest prince naturally didn't know what Wen Qiang was thinking, and his 
current thoughts were all on dealing with Mount Basha. 
 
"Mr. Wen, what do you think about the Minister of Border Affairs' move?" 
 
Now that the army is overwhelmed, the arrow has to be sent on the string. 
 
With so many eyes from neighboring countries watching and their every 
move, if this plan fails, Vientiane will become a joke. 
 
But if he succeeded, not only can he show his powerful national strength, but 
through this thing, the prestige of the eldest prince will reach a peak. 
 
At that time, his succession to the throne, Jia Wen, is a sure thing. 
 
No subject would refuse a powerful new king to ascend the throne, let alone 
he is the eldest son. 
 
Wen Qiang looked at the eldest prince's smirk, and it was this man who was 
thinking about his ass. 

"Your Highness, Your Highness!" 
 
"Ah... what's wrong?" 
 
"Did you hear what I just said?" 
 
The eldest prince blushed, he had been immersed in his own dream and 
never heard anything from Wen Qiang. 



 
"Mr. Wen, do you want to say it again?" 
 
Wen Qiang was directly numb. 
 
Lao Tzu's mouth is dry, and you don't even hear a word when you ride a 
horse! 
 
If it weren't for the other party being the eldest prince, Wen Qiang would just 
be two big slaps when he went up. 
 
"His Royal Highness, if you want to persecute Shenshan and hand over Lin 
Mo's wife, we will do both." 
 
Since the king has acquiesced to the actions of the Minister of Border Affairs, 
he does not need to waste his mind to delay anything. 
 
Then they can also let go of their plans. 

Therefore, Wen Qiang proposed to increase the number of troops in 
Zatwanliu. 
 
In the face of absolute artillery fire, even if there are more experts in the 
mountain, it will not help. 
 
Unless they abandon the foundations they have built for hundreds of years. 
 
There is no turning back arrow when opening the bow, all eyes are on them, 
and the trip to the mountain must be carried out to the end. 
 
"Okay, grandpa, then I'll go to my mother for help." 
 
"You can deal with other things, remember that my trip to the mountain can 
only succeed, not fail!" 
 
After the eldest prince finished speaking, his eyes were full of determination. 
 
This battle is about his future. 
 
Right now, Shenshan has a tough attitude and is trying to protect Lin Mo and 
his wife, which only shows that their vitality and deterrence are not in place. 



 
...... 
 
Zatwanliu received the information from Wen Qiang, and the anxiety in his 
heart instantly dissipated a lot. 
 
In this way, he has more time to prepare. 

"It looks like you are ambitious, old man!" 
 
He clearly remembered the scene when Jiayuan I joined forces with 
Shenshan and the peerless genius of China to kill Japanese evil cultivators 
together. 
 
In that battle, Jiayuan I fell into the root of the disease, and at the same time, 
he also hated Shenshan in his heart. 
 
The main reason is that a fetish object was taken away by the Basha Sacred 
Mountain. Before that, Jia Yuan I coveted this object. 
 
But that Youli didn't give him any face at all. 
 
Zatwanliu originally thought that Jiayuan I chose to forget about it. 
 
But now it seems that he has always held a grudge! 
 
Thinking of this, Zatwanliu has more confidence in this operation. 
 
With no worries, he also became calmer and calmer. 
 
"Pass my order to dispatch border defense weapons." 
 
"Also, summon my son to dispatch all his 25,000 soldiers here." 
 
With an order, the huge war machine instantly began to operate in an orderly 
manner. 
 
After the frontier troops in the rear received orders, countless heavy thermal 
weapons began to be loaded quickly.  
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The summit of Mount Basha. 
 
You Li grows on a thousand-year-old tree, frowning and looking into the 
distance. 
 
After thinking hard for a long time beside Lin Mo, he still made up his mind. 
 
"Senior, I plan to go down the mountain!" 
 
Youli can also guess Lin Mo's plan. 
 
"Now it's very dangerous down there. Their intelligence personnel have 
already ambushed their troops and have surrounded the entire mountain." 
 
"If you go out now, it is very likely that they will find out! You will have to face 
thousands of troops by then." 
 
In order to prevent the people on the mountain, Zatwanliu secretly sent Lin Mo 
and his wife away, and has arranged countless spies behind the mountain. 
 
Once the enemy's situation is found, a steady stream of artillery fire will cover 
the concentrated strike. 
 
It's just that Lin Mo knew in his heart that the situation was deteriorating. 
 
Now that the other party has slowed down the rhythm of persecution, it must 
be preparing for a more powerful firepower arrangement. 

"Senior, if the opponent opens fire with all their strength, how long can the 
prohibition formation in the mountain resist?" 
 
You Li sighed slightly: "Hey, it should only last three days!" 
 
If the Karmic Fire Red Lotus is intact, he has absolute confidence to ensure 
that the sacred mountain will not be breached. 
 
Regardless of other hazards, even the local use of nuclear weapons can 
withstand a fatal blow. 
 
But because of Xu **, Honglian has now fallen into a deep sleep period, and 
the power of the mountain guarding formation has disappeared. 



 
The theory of resisting the three days already contains an element of 
exaggeration. 
 
The main thing is that Zatwanliu is disgusting. 
 
The place where his troops are stationed is just outside the border of 
Shenshan, and if they walk ten meters further, You Li has a reason to destroy 
the hand they put in. 
 
Except for the first provocation, there is no other action, just using the excuse 
of acting, constantly placing surveillance personnel around the mountain. 
 
The rules of Shenshan Li Shi can't be broken, so You Li can only watch the 
other party's constant mobilization of personnel. 
 
After hearing this answer, Lin Mo's determination to go down the mountain 
became even firmer. 

The two sides really started their hands, and the top masters of the mountain 
of the gods can be safe and sound, and they can even wipe out the enemy. 
 
But what about the rest. 
 
Let them sacrifice for themselves, Lin Mo can't do anything! 
 
"It's not a good phenomenon for them to hold on to their troops now! 
 
I have a friend in Vientiane who told me that the man behind the Zatwanliu is 
adding troops. " 
 
If it is just to deal with the frontier army of the six kings in front of him, Basha 
Shenshan is still confident. 
 
But what if the other side is sending more troops and more firepower? 
 
"Senior Youli, when my strength is exhausted, I don't want to let Shenshan 
take such a big risk because of my husband and wife. 
 
So I have to go down the mountain to gather people! " 
 



You Li also understands the reason, but there are some things he can't let go, 
such as face. 
 
It's just that the current form is still unbearable for him. 

"If you go out like this, it's very threatening! They can't let you go easily." 
 
You Li worriedly reminded Lin Mo. 
 
"It doesn't matter, just because they want to hurt me is not enough! 
 
And I have Zhenyue envoy by my side, they dare not kill me. " 
 
After speaking, Lin Mo took out a hideous mask from his arms. 
 
When You Li saw this thing, a look of surprise appeared on his face. 
 
"Lanling Ghost Face?" 
 
"I originally thought this thing had been destroyed, but I didn't expect it to fall 
into your hands!" 
 
After speaking, he suddenly changed his style of painting: "It's just that this 
thing is regarded as unknown by outsiders, and it is rumored that it is the 
master." 
 
"You are full of anger in your heart, this Lanling Ghost is even more of a 
reminder to you." 
 
According to legend, every owner of this mask will not end well! 
 
However, Lin Mo didn't have the slightest worry, the corner of his mouth 
raised, and he looked confident. 
 
"Hahaha, that only means that they are not strong enough to control this 
thing!"  

 


